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Abstract

The existence of third-party forest and timber certification schemes in Indonesia has created benefits and challenges, mainly for forest industries. In the end, the interests and objectives of those industries will determine whether they decide to get certified and if so, what certification schemes they will use. This study analyses the stakeholder recognition of the competing forest legality and sustainability certification systems and describes the preferences for particular schemes based on stakeholder interests. Online questionnaires were distributed to relevant stakeholders, namely logging companies, wood processing industries, wood processing associations, auditors, academics, environmental organisations and government officials. The results indicate that there are different scheme preferences based on the stakeholder’s interests. Sistem verifikasi legalitas kayu (SVLK) is the most frequently preferred scheme due to the simplicity of its requirements and the low cost of its certifying process, while the Forest stewardship council (FSC) is valued for its reputation and very high standards. Furthermore, lembaga ekolabel Indonesia (LEI) was least preferred because of its complexity and because it was unpopular with foreign end buyers, and the programme for the endorsement of forest certification (PEFC) was identified as being a complex scheme that was expensive and subject to high standards, and also appeared to have the least demand. Each scheme should be improved based on stakeholders’ expectations, that their popularity with end buyers of timber products should be improved, and that this should be done in a way that allows logging and wood processing industries to choose freely the scheme that is most advantageous to them.
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Introduction

Forest certification is an information tool and a market-based instrument (Upton & Bass 1995; Rametsteiner & Simula 2003) that ensures that the forest and its management conform to a particular standard (Nussbaum & Simula 2005). Forest certification was initially advanced by environmental groups as a response to the consequences of deforestation and forest degradation in the early 90s (Rametsteiner & Simula 2003; Leslie 2004). A massive campaign to produce and use only certified timber products has turned forest certification into a new form of governance in international trade and business (Haufler 2003; van Kooten et al. 2005).

Currently, there are 3 entities providing voluntary- private forest certification schemes in Indonesia, namely the forest stewardship council (FSC), the programme for the endorsement of forest certification (PEFC), implemented by the Indonesian forest certification cooperation or IFCC, and the Indonesian ecolabelling institute or lembaga ekolabel Indonesia (LEI). In addition, there is one mandatory state forest and timber legality certificate system, namely the timber legality verification system or sistem verifikasi legalitas kayu (SVLK, including the sustainable production forest management scheme or pengelolaan hutan produksi lestari/PHPL). By 2014, there were 2,002,710 ha of forest that had been certified under the FSC scheme, adding 193 chain of custody (CoC) certificates for wood-based industries across the country (FSC 2014). In the same year 17 PEFC-based CoC certificates (PEFC 2014) were also issued, as were 39 sustainability certificates for 1,970,175 ha of forest and 6 CoC certificates using the LEI scheme (LEI 2014), in addition to 826 legality certificates for wood processing industries (SILK 2014).

The existence of many third-party certification schemes has created benefits and barriers for the stakeholders...
involved (Thornber et al. 1999; Hansen et al. 2005), especially logging companies and the wood processing industry. In theory, the existence of many options would make it easy for stakeholders to choose a scheme that best suits their interests and needs (Gulbrandsen 2003). Tuppura et al. (2015) have described a number of motivations forest companies may have for becoming certified, namely authorities’ orders, clients’ wishes, improving their image, distinguishing themselves from their competitors, opening new markets, increasing internal control, and risk management and long-term profitability. The selection of favourable certification schemes by the companies is not always easy, due to some of the constrains they face, e.g., complexity of certification requirements, lack of verification/certification bodies, limited amount of financial subsidies (Obidzinski et al. 2014), unclear land use regimes (Sahide et al. 2015), the cost of certification, schemes’ legitimacy (Nurrochmat et al. 2014), market orientation and the schemes’ acceptability (Wibowo et al. 2014).

The dilemma faced by industries has become more complicated since the government decided to make SVLK mandatory for all logging companies and wood processing industries (MoE Regulation Number 38/2009). It is within this context that we assess stakeholders’ recognition of and preferences for third party forest certification schemes in Indonesia. Our main research questions are:

(i) what schemes do businesses prefer?
(ii) what criteria do businesses consider, in making their selection?

Methods

Businesses’ motivations for becoming certified were gleaned from the FSC (2008), Faggi et al. (2014), Lozano (2013) and Tuppura et al. (2015). From this close-ended questionnaires that included additional aspects that may apply in Indonesia. In addition, an open space for personal opinion were provided.

The key respondents were those who had been involved with the legality verification system in Indonesia and were therefore familiar with it. The respondents were categorised into main respondents, which consisted of those from logging companies (LC), from the wood processing industry (WPI) and from the wood processing association (WPA), and supporting respondents, which consisted of auditors, environmental organisation representatives, academics, and government officials. These respondent groups were chosen due to their strong interests (Krott 2005) and influences (Steffek 2009) in forest governance.

The questionnaires were divided into 3 types, one each for (i) LC and WPI, (ii) WPA, and (iii) supporting respondents. The questionnaires consisted of two sections. The first, General Information, included the name of the respondent, the type of respondent (type of stakeholder), workplace, and contact information. The second, Stakeholder Preferences, consisted of the respondents’ experiences and perceptions of each of the four schemes’ characteristics, e.g., their market acceptance, the complexity of their requirements, and the ease with which certificates from each could be obtained. The questionnaires were sent to the respondents along with introductory and personal information in the body of an email. The online questionnaires were distributed in January and February 2015 through personal email, mailing lists, association channels, and social media. Out of 508 personal emails sent 108 replies (21%), comprising stakeholders from logging companies (23 persons), from the wood processing industry (23 persons), from the wood processing association (7 persons), auditors (22 persons), environmental organisation representatives (18 persons), academics (11), and government officials/Ministry of Environment and Forestry employees (MoEF) (4 persons). Eight respondents replied and did not fill the questionnaires due to lack of updated knowledge and company privacy. The data obtained from the questionnaires were tabulated into an Excel file database and the answers for each of the closed questions were transformed into bar and pie charts.

Results and Discussion

From the questionnaires were sent, we found stakeholders’ recognition of and preferences for certification and timber legality systems as seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key features</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of procurement</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
<td>LEI</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of requirements</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
<td>LEI</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of standards</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
<td>LEI</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand by customer s of timber producer</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
<td>LEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand by end buyer</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
<td>LEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help to industries and logging companies</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>LEI</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good image branding</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
<td>LEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary for Indonesia's conditions</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>LEI</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability for Indonesia's conditions</td>
<td>LEI</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred by stakeholders</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
<td>FSC</td>
<td>PEFC</td>
<td>LEI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FSC = Forest Stewardship Council, PEFC = Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification, LEI = Lembaga Ekolabel Indonesia, SVLK = Sistem Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu

Table 1. Key features of stakeholders' recognition of and preferences for certification and timber legality systems.
Ease of procurement  The key stakeholders believed that the SVLK and LEI certificates were easier certificates to obtain than the FSC and PEFC certificates (Figure 1). About 91% and 69% of the logging company respondents expressed that SVLK and LEI were the easiest certificates to obtain, while only 31% and 22% of them said the same for PEFC and FSC, respectively. The ease of access to the information on how to apply for SVLK certification is a key reason for this. This finding contradicts the research by Obidzinski et al. (2014), which indicated that achieving SVLK compliance was not easy due to the many challenges involved. According to the respondents, LEI is easier because of its assessment system.

A similar trend is seen in the WPI group, where 69% and 57% said that SVLK and LEI are easier to obtain. The rest of the group, 48% and 31%, said that the FSC and PEFC are easier to obtain. The trend is quite different for WPA respondents, where SVLK (71%), FSC (58%), LEI (57%) and PEFC (29%) were considered to be easy to obtain. The WPA and WPI respondents believe that SVLK is the easiest certificate to obtain, because the SVLK is a mandatory
arrangement established by the government, has clear indicators, criteria and verifiers and is easier to apply. The SVLK is also cheaper because the cost of certification for a smallholder company can be paid by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF Regulation Number 95/2014). In addition, SVLK standards are simpler.

**Complexity of requirements** Almost all respondents in the four groups agreed that FSC standards are more complex than those of the PEFC, LEI and SVLK (Figure 2). In the auditors group, all respondents (100%) thought that the FSC is the most complex standard, followed by the LEI (86%), PEFC (82%) and SVLK (55%). A similar trend was shown for the environmental organisations, where the respondents thought that the FSC (89%) and PEFC (72%) were more complex than the LEI (61%) and SVLK (39%). The same trend is observed in the academics group, where the respondents answered that the FSC (73%) and PEFC (73%) are more complex than the LEI (54%) and SVLK (45%). The respondents from the government official group thought that the LEI (75%) and the SVLK (75%) are more complex than the FSC (50%) and PEFC (50%).

The FSC is the most difficult certificate to get, and the scheme involved is even impossible for some industries. One of the respondents said that FSC uses political judgments in establishing forest certification rules so as to protect their market from the new certification schemes, so that the environmentally friendly wood products had to be associated with and certified by the FSC. This opinion is also supported by the results showing that the FSC has the highest standards of all schemes, which implies difficulties in procuring the corresponding certificate (Taylor 2005, Nukpezah et al. 2014). FSC standards are complex and adhere strictly to the principles, criteria and indicators of FSC International. However, the certification body can make FSC standards become easier or more difficult to comply with, since it has

**Figure 3** The quality of each scheme's standards, according to stakeholder type. Very high ( ), high ( ), intermediate ( ), low ( ).

**Figure 4** The schemes preferred by the customers of each stakeholder type.
authority to interpret the ways in which those standards must be met. Hence, one certification body can have easier assessments and another can have more complicated ones (Gulbrandsen 2004). The challenges for the FSC in becoming a friendlier scheme for industries are the limited amount of information smallholders have about it, the difficulty in the interpretation of its standards and its strict evaluation system (Stewart et al. 2003). The PEFC and LEI have intermediate standards and the SVLK has lower standards for sustainable forest management. The LEI standard has detailed requirements and its decision-making process (using AHP) is quite complicated. The SVLK is considered to be the least complicated scheme, since it only requires the presentation of documents establishing legality.

**Quality of standards**

The 4 groups of respondents were of the opinion that the FSC has a higher quality of standards than other schemes (Figure 3). The FSC is known as the golden standard because of its high standards of environmental and social responsibility (Magin 2008). Respondents from the auditor group thought that the FSC (91%) and PEFC (82%) have higher standards for sustainable forest management (SFM) as compared to the LEI (68%) and SVLK (46%). Quite different results arise from environmental organisations, where about 83% and 73% of the respondents say that the FSC and LEI, respectively, have higher standards for SFM than PEFC (44%) and SVLK (11%). A similar result can be observed for the group of academics, for whom the FSC (72%), PEFC (72%) and LEI (54%) had higher standards than the SVLK (36%). In contrast, respondents from the MoEF opined that the PEFC (75%) and LEI (75%) have higher standards than the FSC (50%) and SVLK (50%).

**The schemes preferred by customers of timber producers**

The schemes preferred by customers differ according to the type of respondent (Figure 4). Logging company respondents convey that their customers prefer FSC and SVLK schemes to those of the PEFC and LEI. Something similar happens in the industry group, where 56% of the respondents express that their customers prefer FSC most often. The FSC was selected by timber producers' customers due to its well-known reputation, internationally-market acceptance, and because no buyers reject. LEI has detailed standards that are suitable for SFM in Indonesia. However, respondents convey that there is a lesser demand for LEI among customers than there is for other schemes. A respondent from the industry group said that he did not want to engage with the LEI, as it has complicated requirements and is not accepted worldwide (it is only accepted in some countries). Even though LEI-certified products are accepted in Japan, Belgium, France, Italy, Spain, Finland and US (Purbawiyatna & Simula 2008), the development of LEI certification tended to stagnate in the last 5 years. Wibowo et al. (2014) revealed that LEI's weaknesses originate from its narrow acceptance by buyers, its ineffective form of organisation and the penetration by stronger schemes.

The schemes demanded by the end buyer

The four groups of respondents indicated that end buyers prefer the FSC and PEFC as compared to LEI and SVLK (Figure 5). The respondents from the auditors group express that the FSC (96%) and PEFC (72%) have a higher market demand than the SVLK (50%) and LEI (9%). A similar opinion came from environmental organisations, where the respondents convey that the FSC (72%) and PEFC (50%) have a higher demand than do the SVLK (12%) and LEI (11%). The respondents from the academics group have a different view, where 82% and 63% of them say that the FSC and SVLK, respectively, have higher market demand than do the PEFC (45%) and LEI.
The respondents from the MoEF share the opinion of the auditor and EA groups, where all of them (100%) convey that the FSC and PEFC schemes have a higher market demand than do the SVLK and LEI. However, according to the respondents, the certification only belongs in the international market, and the local market has not really been made aware of the certified and non-certified products. According to a survey by Elliot (2014) in North Carolina, consumers are generally unaware of the concepts of forest certification and certified products.

The schemes that help the sustainability of logging and of wood processing industries Almost all respondents from the 4 different groups acknowledge that the FSC and PEFC are schemes that are more helpful to the logging companies than are the LEI and SVLK (Figure 6). In the group of auditors, about 91% and 78% of respondents expressed that the FSC and PEFC are more helpful than are the SVLK (54%) and LEI (50%). Similarly, environmental organisations express that the FSC (83%) and PEFC (55%) are more helpful than the SVLK (50%) and LEI (39%). The results are quite even across the schemes for the group of academics, where a total of 81%, 72%, 63% and 63% of respondents consider the FSC, PEFC, LEI and SVLK, respectively, to be the helpful scheme. In contrast with the other groups, the respondents from the MoEF stated that the
SVLK is more helpful when compared to FSC, LEI and PEFC. According to a study by Nukpezah et al. (2014), about 63% of logging companies in Cameroon are certified by FSC. The main incentives for pursuing FSC certification were easy penetration into international markets, tax holiday benefits and the enhancement of the corporate image of the logging companies through corporate social responsibility fulments.

**Image branding of the schemes** About 100% and 82% of the respondents from the auditors group, respectively, express that the FSC and PEFC provide better image branding than the SVLK (46%) and LEI (8%) (Figure 7). Something similar happens with environmental organisations, where 89% and 61% of respondents reported that FSC and PEFC, respectively, have good image branding, while only 22% and 22% said the same about SVLK and LEI, respectively. In the group of academics, 91% of respondents said that the FSC has the best image branding, followed by the PEFC (63%), SVLK (55%) and LEI (55%). The MoEF

![Figure 8](image_url) The suitability of each scheme to conditions in Indonesia. Most suitable (▲), suitable (●), intermediate (■), Less suitable preferred (●).

![Figure 9](image_url) The motivation for pursuing certification. Preferred by business partner (▲), support for environment and social aspects (●), Scheme credibility (■), recommended by NGO (○), Image branding (□), Mandatory/government product (△), Suitable with company profile (◆),
also showed similar results, where 100% and 75% of respondents acknowledge that the FSC and PEFC, respectively, have good image branding. Research has shown that FSC certification can achieve improved market access, higher revenues, and an enhanced public image (Fonseca 2006).

The suitability of the schemes to Indonesia’s conditions

About 82% and 77% of respondents from the auditors group said that the LEI and SVLK are more suitable to Indonesia than are the PEFC (68%) and FSC (63%) (Figure 8). As a national scheme, LEI and SVLK standards fulfil government regulations, adapt to local conditions and are compliant with international standards. Something similar can be seen in the environmental organisations, where 89% of respondents express that the LEI is more suitable than SVLK (61%), FSC (56%) and PEFC (45%). In the group of academics, the respondents said that the SVLK (91%) and LEI (90%) are more suitable than the other two schemes, PEFC (46%), and FSC (37%). Similarly, in the MoEF group, 100% of respondents believe that the LEI and SVLK are more suitable than the PEFC and FSC.

The LEI is the most suitable than the PEFC and FSC. The LEI is the most suitable scheme for Indonesia according to the stakeholders as a whole, followed by the SVLK. The LEI has produced high quality documentation of its extensive and carefully structured systems for forest certification (Hinrichs 2005). LEI standards are specific to local conditions and have strong national stakeholder support (Maryudi 2009). IFCC standards are also suitable to the plantation forests in Indonesia and more flexible than those of the FSC. The PEFC, LEI and SVLK focus more on implementing the CoC system with forest conservation, which is limited in FSC, making them therefore more suitable to be applied within the competition in business/industry. With its harmonisation standards, the FSC is not easier to apply. One respondent said the harmonisation standards are helpful, but some verifiers are not applicable to forest management in Indonesia, such as the requirements of High Conservation Value Forests (HCVF), non-timber product management, and worker regulations.

Forest certification caters to many peers and their respective interests (Rametsteiner & Simula 2003). By obtaining certification, manufacturers are more likely to maintain their current markets (the alternative being to lose them) or enter a new, more environmentally-conscious market (Chen et al. 2011). Figure 9 shows that an improved market and image branding is the main motivation of respondents for procuring certification (similar result to a study by Bowers et al. 2012). Image branding and support for the environment and society were the main motivations for respondents from the WPA group for seeking certification (26%). Other reasons are the preferences of business partners, mandatory requirements and scheme credibility and suitability to the company profile. Similar trends happen in the group of logging companies, where 22% and 21% of respondents stated that image branding and support for the environment and society were the main motivations. Other motivations were mentioned, namely mandatory requirements, preferences of business partners, scheme credibility, and suitability to the company profile. Other motivations were mentioned, namely mandatory requirements, preferences of business partners, scheme credibility, and suitability to the company profile. Astana et al. (2014) show that companies that are involved in voluntary certification see it as a marketing strategy, due to the limited amount of available certified wood. Opinions from the WPI group show the same result, where 24% of respondents express that image branding and support for the environment and society are the main motivations for becoming certified. Other motivations account for less than 20% each, namely specific wood, international rules and clear indicators and criteria. Interestingly, 17% of respondents from logging companies and WPI mentioned

Figure 10 The scheme preference according to actor type. Most preferred (■), Preferred (▲), Intermediate (★), Least preferred (△).
that recommendations from environmental organisations also increase their motivation to become certified.

The scheme preferences based on stakeholder interests As can be seen in Figure 10, about 78% and 61%, respectively, of the respondents from the logging company group indicate that SVLK and LEI are preferred over FSC (61%) and PEFC (52%). The industry group shows a different trend, with 65% and 57% of respondents expressing their preference for FSC and SVLK, respectively, while the other 35% and 26% prefer PEFC and LEI, respectively. Similarly as with the logging company group, the respondents from the wood processing association group preferred SVLK (86%) and FSC (71%) to PEFC (67%) and SVLK (43%). In addition to it being easy and cheap to obtain, another reason for selecting SVLK is because it is a mandatory system, and it is obligatory for them to use it. The standards for the SVLK are achievable for the conditions of forest management in Indonesia. The government supports the implementation of SVLK by providing a guidance manual and public consultation. The reason for preferring the FSC is because it is accepted in markets worldwide, even if its standards are more complicated. The FSC may be an attractive marketing imperative for companies that seek to penetrate markets in the logging industry (Nukpezah et al. 2014). In Indonesia, the FSC is considered to be closer to natural forest management and community forestry (small holders). The FSC scheme, as the most satisfactory scheme from the point of view of end consumers, on the other hand, needs to adopt local business customs to increase its acceptance by domestic industries (Klassen et al. 2014, Hajjar 2013). On the other hand, the wood processing group preferred PEFC and SVLK to FSC and LEI. Almost no respondents preferred LEI as their scheme because of its complexity and low demand.

Conclusion

Respondents’ feedback on our questionnaire can illustrate how Indonesian stakeholders, mainly in the business sector, recognise four forest certification schemes currently used in Indonesia. In general, respondents consider SVLK to be the easiest scheme to obtain certification, and the most in-demand by industries. The reasons for choosing SVLK are: (i) standards suited to forest management practices in Indonesia, (ii) the requirements are easy to fulfil and understand, (iii) the government has made it mandatory, (iv) there are enough certification/verification bodies, and (v) the low cost of the certification process and the availability of subsidies. In contrast, the FSC was identified as the most costly scheme with the most requirements and the most complex standards, but also as the most often demanded by the customers. In brief, the SVLK is evidently preferred by industries for economic and technical reasons, while FSC is preferred due to its good image branding and wide market acceptance. However, this view has to be analysed further to determine whether it is really based on experience or whether it is the result of the influence of the promotion of the FSC by environmental organisations like Greenpeace, the WWF, and others, which regularly produce material that presents the FSC in a positive light. The respondents placed the LEI in between these two schemes, by characterising it as having high standards, a low market demand, complex requirements and a high cost. Although the PEFC scheme is quite new in Indonesia and there are no reports on the companies that have been certified using it, respondents acknowledge that the PEFC is a forest certification scheme with high standards. Surprisingly, the LEI, which most stakeholders do not prefer, was chosen as being the most suitable scheme for sustainable forest management in Indonesia, followed by the SVLK. Both are national forest certification initiatives.

Recommendation

The existence of many third-party forest certification schemes opens up opportunities for the timber industries to choose the most suitable for them. However, financial

Table 1 Key features of stakeholders' recognition of and preferences for certification and timber legality systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key features</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of procurement</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of requirements</td>
<td>FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of standards</td>
<td>FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand by customers of timber producer</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand by end buyer</td>
<td>FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help to industries and logging companies</td>
<td>FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good image branding</td>
<td>FSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary for Indonesia's conditions</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability for Indonesia's conditions</td>
<td>LEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred by stakeholders</td>
<td>SVLK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FSC = Forest Stewardship Council, PEFC = Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification, LEI = Lembaga Ekolabel Indonesia, SVLK = Sistem Verifikasi Legalitas Kayu
constraints, the export orientation and the compulsory nature of the SVLK mean that this selection is not always easy. To overcome this complexity, the Ministry of Environmental and Forestry needs to improve the SVLK continually to maintain its status as a credible scheme, ensuring it aims to better forest governance. Comprehensive and proper responses to any objections about the implementation of SVLK and its certification processes should be properly addressed by the government. The FSC and SVLK should be allowed to compete freely and have the same chances to gain broader market recognition. In addition to these well-established schemes, the LEI and PEFC are still necessary as an alternative and counterweight for the appropriate enterprises. Synchronization or mutual recognition of the schemes could be more profitable for the forest industries and could help avoid the cost of multiple certifications.
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